Background: The relationship between cortical lesions (CLs) and white matter lesions (WMLs) in multiple sclerosis (MS) is poorly understood. Pathological studies support a topographical association between CLs and underlying subcortical WMLs and suggest CLs may play a role in both disease initiation and progression. We hypothesized that cortical MS lesions are physically connected to white matter MS lesions via axonal connections. Objective: To assess the presence of CL-WML connectivity utilizing novel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methodology. Methods: In all, 28 relapsing-remitting MS patients and 25 controls received 3 T MRI scans, including double inversion recovery (DIR) for CL detection coupled with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). CL and WML maps were created, and DTI was used to calculate inter-lesional connectivity and volumetric connectivity indices. Results: All patients showed inter-lesional WML connectivity (median 76% of WMLs connected to another WML; interquartile range (IQR), 58%-88%). On average, 52% of detected CLs per patient were connected to at least one WML (IQR, 42%-71%). Volumetric connectivity analysis showed significantly elevated cortical lesion ratios in MS patients (median, 2.3; IQR, 1.6-3.3) compared to null MS and healthy control datasets (p < 0.001). Conclusion: These findings provide strong evidence of inter-lesional connectivity between CLs and WMLs, supporting our hypothesis of intrinsic CL-WML connectivity.
Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory central nervous system (CNS) demyelinating disease with demyelinated white matter lesions (WMLs) as the pathological hallmark. 1 With immunopathological and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) advances, accumulating evidence suggests significant involvement of both deep and cortical gray matter (GM) in MS. [2] [3] [4] [5] Classically, cortical lesions (CLs) predominantly accompany secondary progressive stage of MS 3 and demonstrate a paucity of inflammatory infiltration. 6 Progressive MS is associated with the most significant CL burden. 3 However, extensive cortical demyelination has been described in even the earliest stages of relapsing-remitting MS. 5, 7 A recent neuropathological MS study in a cohort of patients undergoing biopsies of suspicious WMLs found frequent inflammatory cortical demyelination (~40% of cases) where cortex was sampled en passant. 5 The proximity of CLs to adjacent WMLs raises the hypothesis that cortical MS lesions are physically connected to white matter (WM) MS lesions via WM pathways.
MRI is the best available tool to explore this hypothesis in vivo. Unfortunately, detecting CLs with MRI is fraught with challenges. The current most widely used MRI technique for CL detection is double inversion recovery (DIR) imaging. 8, 9 While this technique enhances CL detection sensitivity relative to conventional imaging, 10, 11 overall sensitivity remains low. In a MRI pathology study, only 18% of CLs could be detected with DIR. 12 However, the low sensitivity of lesion detection does not negate the fact that the lesions that we can detect may still be connected to underlying WMLs.
Prior studies have used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to measure degenerating connectivity through thalamo-cortical pathways, 13 and recently in vivo connectivity between WML and cortical atrophy was found. 14 However, to date, no MRI evidence exists documenting direct connectivity between WML and CL. In this study, we propose two connectivity measures that combine DIR-based CL detection with DTIbased probabilistic tractography in order to test the hypothesis that CLs are connected to WML.
Methods

Study population
This study was approved by Mayo Clinic's Institutional Review Board (IRB). Written consent was obtained from all subjects. Patients were recruited from the MS practice at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) 
MRI acquisition
All MRI scans were acquired on a single 3 T GE DV750 MRI scanner using an eight-channel phased array coil (GE, Milwaukee, WI). The sequences included whole head T1 magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (sagittal MPRAGE; TE/TR/TI, 3/7/900 ms; BW, 31.25 kHz; FA, 8°; voxel 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm × 1.2 mm), DTI (axial spin-echo EPI, b-value 1000, 41 diffusion encoding step, 5 B0 images, TE/TR 77/8000 ms, voxel isometric 2.7 mm), and DIR (sagittal CUBE T2 FLAIR, TE/TR/TI1/TI2 13/5000/2500/725 ms; voxel 0.98 mm × 0.98 mm × 1.07 mm).
MRI processing
All MRI scans went through an identical processing pipeline using FSL (Oxford, UK, version 5.0) 13, 15, 16 and FreeSurfer (MGH/Harvard, Boston, MA, USA, version 5.1 q) 17, 18 software packages. Removal of non-brain tissue was performed on all T1 and DTI B0 scans. The DIR sequences were registered to T1 images via rigid registration, 19 and B0 images were aligned to T1 sequence using boundary-based registration (BBR) (Figure 1(a) ). 20 FreeSurfer was used to obtain cortical GM segmentation maps. 17, 18, 21 Cortical segmentations were manually inspected for errors, and re-analysis through the pipeline was performed after lesion filling on the WM segmentation maps, correcting for segmentation errors due to juxtacortical hypo-intensities on T1 images. 22 WML maps were identified and marked on DIR images using an intensity-based three-dimensional (3D) seed growing function in MRIcron (Figure 1(b) , top panel). 23 CL lesion identification was performed according to the consensus guidelines on scoring of CLs on DIR. 10 Two independent raters (J.-M.T., J.D.P.) generated CL maps using DIR images ( Figure 1 (c), top panel). All observed CLs were included, but these were not categorized (e.g. intracortical vs leukocortical), given the low specificity for DIR alone in distinguishing these. 24, 25 Juxtacortical lesions were excluded from CL maps when WM was visible surrounding the lesion; leukocortical lesions were only included when clear signal change extended into the cortex. Because of the poor inter-rater agreement reported in the literature, 10 the readers together reviewed each lesion in order to create a consensus CL dataset for each patient. This adjudicated CL dataset was used for all subsequent connectivity analyses.
DTI processing included standard movement, eddy current correction, followed by modeling of diffusion parameters. Each CL and WML was saved as a separate volume and used as individual seed for tractography after transformation to DTI native space. No partial volume threshold was applied, in order to include the lesion and its surrounding border for tractography. Next, probabilistic tractography was performed 26, 27 using each individual WML and CL as a separate seeding region ( Figure 1 
To investigate the dependency of connectivity measures on the probabilistic tractography threshold, we performed a separate analysis applying a range of thresholds. For connectivity analysis, a threshold of 5000 was chosen for streamline generation.
Connectivity analysis
Each tract arising from an individual lesion was converted back to native space and saved as a separate binary volume. We combined (1) WML maps, (2) CL maps, and (3) all individual tractography maps, measuring connectivity between cortical and WMLs using two separate techniques as follows:
1. Inter-lesional connectivity analysis. We quantified inter-lesional connectivity by obtaining a connectivity count for each individual lesion. The binary tract volume from each lesion was multiplied with the composite CL and WML map containing a unique lesion number for each WML and CL in that subject. In this way, for each individual seeding lesion (CL seed , WML seed ), we were able to extract to which CL and WML it was connected. The number of connection counts (>1, >2, etc.) were grouped and summarized per subject as follows: (1) WML seed to WML, (2) WML seed to CL, and (3) CL seed to WML. An example of identifying inter-lesional connectivity is shown in Figure 1 (d), which demonstrates an example of multiple WMLs connected along the pathway seeded from a CL. 2. Volumetric connectivity analysis. For this analysis, we calculated and extracted "cortical connectivity maps" using the tracts originating from WML seeds only. The individual WMLseeded tracts were followed into the cortex, defining cortical regions connected to WML. These connected regions were dilated to assure inclusion of the entire cortical thickness and added together to create a composite binary map of "connected cortex" for each individual subject. Any cortex not included in the "connected cortex" map was considered "non-connected cortex," generating a final volume with each pixel of cortex classified as either "connected cortex" or "non-connected cortex" (Figure 1 (e) and (f)).
Finally, each patient's consensus CL dataset was overlaid onto the cortical connectivity distribution map (Figure 1(f) ). The total volume of CLs was measured separately for CLs within connected cortex and . (c) CLs were visually identified on DIR images by two independent raters (top, arrow indicates CL) and adjudicated into a consensus dataset. Artificial CLs (arrows) were generated using regional intensity thresholding (>10 pixels above a selected value) and inspected to exclude all previously identified CLs. (d) Example of inter-lesional connectivity analysis. A cortical lesion (green) serves as a seed for the tract (blue). Note how the tract passes through (connects with) at least three other WM lesions (red), one of which in the contralateral hemisphere. These maps were used for the individual lesion connectivity counts presented in Tables 2 and 3 . Axial (e) and 3D (f) examples of the connectivity maps that were used for volumetric connectivity analysis, that is, to calculate the cortical lesion ratio (CLR).
Using each WML as a seed, cortical areas connected to that WML were identified. Adding together each of those connected cortical areas created a composite map where the entire cortex was parcellated into connected (red) and non-connected cortex (yellow). These maps were subsequently used to calculate the CLR. An example of this is shown in (f) with nine CL predominantly in connected cortex (light blue) and three in non-connected cortex (dark blue 
Note that this ratio accounts for both lesional and cortical volumes in order to correct for random connectivity effects. Defined in this way, CLR values >1.0 provide evidence that CLs are not randomly distributed in the cortex, but rather have relatively greater density in areas of the cortex that are connected by WM tracts involving WMLs.
Assessment of the CLR metric
We wanted to evaluate our volumetric connectivity analysis technique under conditions where lesion connectivity was not implicitly present, hypothesizing that CLR values should be near 1.0 in this condition for controls. In addition, given the low sensitivity of DIR lesion detection, subtle signal change in DIR in MS patients may harbor demyelinating lesions. As such, two different null datasets were created using DIR images from both controls and MS patients. Artificial CLs were "generated" in random cortical locations by detecting clusters of non-specific DIR hyperintensities (Figure 1(c) , bottom panel) based on mean signal change, taking advantage of the naturally existing heterogeneity and noise in signal intensity distributed throughout the brain. Focal clusters (>10 pixels) of regional hyperintensity were identified by adjusting regional intensity thresholds and subsequently dilated to include the thickness of the cortex.
Since the first null dataset used imaging data from MS subjects, artificial CLs were inspected to exclude all previously identified CLs. The second null dataset used healthy control subjects, who were matched to an MS subject by gender and closest age. Using patientto-control T1 (affine) registration, the MS patient's WML maps were transformed onto the control's DIR images and manually corrected for obvious registration errors, thereby creating topographically comparable artificial WMLs in control subjects. Both null datasets then underwent processing using the identical volumetric connectivity analysis described above, creating comparable CLRs for these artificial lesions.
Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the lesion counts for each MS patient and quantify the inter-lesion connectivity. Non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum/Mann-Whitney U tests were used to compare non-specific CL ratios in controls to both specific and non-specific CL ratios in MS subjects. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to evaluate paired differences in CL ratios among MS subjects.
Results
Subjects
In all, 28 cases (27 MS and 1 CIS who converted to MS at follow-up) and 25 healthy controls were included. Basic demographics and disease descriptors are summarized in Table 1 . Note that there are no significant differences in age or gender between MS and control subjects. Furthermore, MS subjects were early in the course of their disease with a median duration of 3.4 years and a median EDSS of 1. As such, WML counts and volumes were relatively low.
Inter-lesional connectivity
The median percentages of CLs and WMLs having tracts passing through one or more other WMLs are summarized in Table 2 . Connectivity from WML to WML was documented, with a large percentage of a patient's WMLs connecting to at least one (median 76%) WML. Similarly, a significant fraction of a patient's CLs connect to an underlying WML. These numbers are lower seeding from WML (median 37% ⩾1 lesion) compared to seeding from CL (median 52% ⩾1 lesion), a difference that was significant (p < 0.001). These data show not only evidence of connectivity between WMLs and CLs but also an intricate connectivity between individual WMLs. An example of such is shown in Figure 1(d) , where multiple WMLs were found along the tracts originating from a single CL seed.
Inter-lesional connectivity was common within individual patients (Table 3 ). For example, 28/28 (100%) of patients had at least one WML connected to another WML, and among 14/28 (50%) subjects, more than three-quarters of their WMLs were connected to at least one other WML. Similarly, a very high proportion of subjects showed connectivity between CLs and WMLs. For example, based on CL seeds, 89% of patients (25/28) had some inter-lesional connectivity between CLs and WMLs and the majority of patients (23/28) had more than a quarter of their CLs connected to a WML.
Volumetric connectivity
The CLRs for each MS patient as well as for subjects in both null datasets (i.e. MS with artificial CLs, controls with "copied" WMLs and artificial CLs) are shown in Figure 2 . As expected, the CLR values for both null datasets were close to 1: the null MS patients had a median CLR value of 1.2 (interquartile range (IQR), 0.9-1.3), while null healthy control datasets CLR had a median value of 1.1 (IQR, 0.8-1.2), a difference that was not significant (p = 0.20). For true MS patients, the CLR value was 2.3 (IQR, 1.6-3.3), indicating CLs were more than twice as abundant in "connected" as compared to "non-connected" cortex. This CLR in MS patients was significantly greater compared to that of either null dataset (p < 0.001).
Tractography threshold analysis
Because it is possible that probabilistic tractography streamline generation might influence connectivity measures (lower thresholds generated more streamlines, higher threshold generated fewer), we performed a separate evaluation of our two connectivity analysis methods by applying a range of probabilistic tractography thresholds. We noted a gradual decline in percent connectivity (taking all lesions combined across subjects) for all three types of inter-lesional connectivity with increasing threshold values ( Figure  3) . In contrast, Figure 4 shows that the CLR is a much more robust metric, with limited variation across a wide range of tractography thresholds until at higher thresholds the CLR value falls to zero. 
Discussion
Using two separate techniques, we found strong evidence supporting the presence of direct CL-WML connections in patients with MS. First, we used lesion connectivity counts to establish that a large percentage of CLs are connected to WML: nearly all the MS subjects had at least one CL connected to a WML, and over half of the MS subjects had at least 50% of their CLs connected to WMLs. Subsequently, we use our CLR metric to show that CLs were more than twice as abundant in "connected" as compared to "non-connected" cortex. This evidence supports our hypothesis that cortical MS lesions are not present in random locations, but instead are physically connected to WM MS lesions, most likely via axonal connections.
Our cross-sectional study design does not allow us to interpret the directionality of this process, namely: do CLs drive the formation of WMLs, or do WMLs drive the formation of CLs? To answer this definitely, additional studies including longitudinal imaging studies will be needed. Unfortunately, current imaging studies lack the ability to sensitively detect subpial lesions, and previous pathology studies found limited 3 to no 28 correlation between total and focal burden of WMLs and subpial CLs. As such, this finding currently cannot be verified using MRI techniques. In contrast, in recent work where early MS WMLs were biopsied, cortical inflammation and demyelination from other CL types were found "en route" to the WM biopsy target. 5 In animal experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) studies, microglial activation also was noted remote from initial inflammatory lesion, noted along affected WM tracts. 29 Furthermore, by combining imaging and pathology, others have In the null datasets calculated for healthy controls and MS patients (left, middle), median CLR values were 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. For true MS patients (right), the median CLR value was 2.3. The dot represents an outlier, which upon further inspection was found to be valid. Figure 3 . Graphs documenting the effects of the probabilistic tractography threshold setting on lesion count percentages. As the threshold is increased from 500 (generating many streamlines) to 20,000 (generating very few streamlines), the percentage of lesions with connectivity to at least one other lesion (dark blue line), at least two other lesions (orange line), and at least three other lesions (light blue line) decreases significantly. This effect occurs for all three types of lesion connectivity.
described an association between meningeal enhancement seen on MRI and focal significant subpial demyelination. 30 Since these published observations suggest the early presence of inflammatory infiltration in the cortex and adjacent meninges, 5, 31 we suspect that cortical pathology drives the underlying WM pathology. However, both mechanisms may operate independently or one may predominate over the other in selected cases or disease stages.
Recently, there have been multiple studies underscoring the relationship between cortical and white mater pathology, both with MRI 14, 32, 33 and neuropathology. 13 One study showed that the atrophy in long-standing MS was not necessarily uniform, but followed distinct patterns. 34 Another prospective study in progressive MS found that cortical damage followed changes in WM integrity as measured by MRI. 33 Given our findings of a strong topographic relationship between cortical and WM lesions, it will be very important to elucidate the association between CL/WML connectivity and the development of degenerative WM tract and gray matter atrophy changes. Identification of this interplay at the individual level with correlation to clinical outcomes will be a necessary future step for translation into individual prognostic biomarkers. Our finding of individual measures of lesion connectivity will have to be further investigated in this context. Particularly for cognitive function, where network disruption 35 and cortical atrophy 14, 22 have been found to be correlated to specific cognitive deficits, the disruptive effect with lesional connectivity and its eventual impact on degenerative measures need further investigations.
Several recent studies have pointed out the lack of sensitivity of DIR for detecting CLs. Furthermore, inter-rater agreement on DIR identified CLs is poor, 10 and the distinction between lesion and non-specific signal change on DIR is difficult with the inability to detect subpial demyelinating lesions. In an attempt to improve CL detection, others have noted increased sensitivity at 7 T. 36 At 3 T, different imaging sequences have been investigated to increase CL detection (e.g. phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR) 24, 25 and magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) 37 ). Integrating information from multiple modalities may be a fruitful next step to better detect subtle GM change. Further refinement of this process by incorporating lesional connectivity may lead to important improvements in CL detection.
Although our study has shown the existence of connectivity between CL and WML, there are several inherent limitations. These include the cross-sectional nature of the study, a relatively low number of patients scanned, and lack of pathological confirmation. The exclusive use of DIR images for CL detection undoubtedly underestimates CL numbers and volume. 12, 38 However, as stated in the introduction, these underestimates do not negate the fact that the lesions we do detect are connected to underlying WMLs. Presumably, if we could detect more CLs, we would dramatically improve connectivity measurements, and this could be confirmed in future studies. Figure 4 . Graphs documenting the effects of the probabilistic tractography threshold setting on the cortical lesion ratio (CLR). In general, lower thresholds generate more streamlines and higher thresholds fewer as shown also in Figure 3 . The CLR is not particularly sensitive to the threshold through a level of at least 10,000. At the very highest thresholds, the CLR drops to zero for all. The data presented throughout the paper including Figure 2 were calculated with a threshold value of 5000.
Lesion counts assessed by our inter-lesional connectivity analysis are definitely affected by the probabilistic tractography threshold used to generate the streamlines (Figure 3 ). However, we found that our CLR metric was remarkably robust, maintaining roughly the same value across a wide range of tractography thresholds ( Figure  4 ). This gives us further confidence in our finding of significant CL-WML connectivity; despite a complex processing pathway with many variables, the CLR was relatively insensitive to important parameter changes.
Inter-lesional connectivity analysis showed that when seeding from WMLs, the "hit rate" to CLs was slightly lower than when seeding from CLs toward WMLs (e.g. Table 2 ). This is most likely because of methodological reasons, namely, crossing fibers occur in areas of (typically larger) WMLs. We used two main crossing fibers as the standard input into our probabilistic tractography model. As such, the strength of the main directionality in the WM tracts passing through these WMLs will not include smaller tracts that may intersect with CL. However, this connectivity does exist: the main vector and directionality of the fibers arising from a CL will frequently include these smaller tracts, accounting for the observed higher connectivity between CLs and WMLs when CLs were used as tractography seeds.
Volumetric connectivity analysis showed that CLs in connected cortex were more than twice as abundant compared versus the non-connected cortex. Since seeding from WML is less sensitive, the CLR therefore is likely an underestimation. Importantly, this ratio was significantly higher compared to automatically selected artificial CLs in both null patient and healthy control datasets.
Conclusion
Our study provides evidence of direct inter-lesional connectivity between CLs and WMLs as well as between WMLs. Further studies are needed to clarify relevant aspects of cortical pathology in MS and the importance of lesion connectivity in network disruptions, as increased CL burden is an important feature of the most treatment resistant and disabling progressive stage of MS. Future studies can use our connectivity methods to evaluate the temporal relationship between disease initiating events and subsequent pathology, with the potential to provide insight in the progression of cortical and WM changes in MS.
